MINERAL CAST

SUSTAINABILITY
IN OUR MOST BEAUTIFUL FORMS.

SUSTAINABLY BEAUTIFUL.
AND BEAUTIFULLY
SUSTAINABLE.
Fine. Pure. Natural. Our miracle material –
and it all starts with minute particles. With
ultrafine quartz sand, a natural, sustainable raw
material that enters into an alliance with resins.
And which, with the help of superlative production
expertise, design and aesthetics, works seamless,
flawless wonders: Rocksolid mineral cast by
burgbad. The perfect solution for our washbasins
and bathtubs. An extremely hardwearing material
that meets the highest standards, with a character
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that never fails to intrigue our developers,
design engineers and mould makers, just as it
delights our mutual customers on a daily basis.

Find out here what makes Rocksolid
mineral cast by burgbad such a
fascinating and unparalleled material.
Ready for a new experience?

www.burgbad.com
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through-coloured surface so that the washbasin and
counter top are joined together in one seamless piece.
And because, unlike ceramic, mineral cast
permits extremely flexible processing, the items can
be produced with perfect accuracy, right
down to the last millimetre. For maximum
precision and a perfect, true-to-size fit. With no
joins, dirt-trapping edges or other factors that might
disrupt the sleek appearance of the designs –
enabling us to live up to our own exacting standards
and create an aesthetically flawless, outstanding
product that combines a long service life with
enduring beauty. And the way we see it, that’s
sustainability too.

MINERAL CAST
GIVING SHAPE TO VARIETY
At burgbad, we never stop asking ourselves how
we can make good and beautiful things even
better. Or seeking perfection in perfection. And
the material that our washbasin and tub creations
are made of is the obvious starting point.
For us at burgbad, the journey to perfection begins
with choosing the perfect “ingredients” for our
products – and even at this early stage, ecology
and sustainability play a crucial role in more
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than one respect. In the case of mineral cast,
sustainability means 80 % raw materials of
entirely natural origin like marble powder
and quartz sand. Using the state-of-the-art findings
of our own research and cutting-edge production
technology, we then combine these natural
ingredients with custom-made resins (polyester
resin). The result is the perfect material for creating
our washbasins as a single entity. In other words,
the supporting structure is cast together with the

A feel for design
And what does mineral cast feel like? In contrast
to ceramic, it is pleasantly warm and
silky-soft to the touch. With the matt, on-trend
surface of our innovative Velvet finish, it feels
just as good as it looks. In a nutshell: modern
design with an up-to-the-minute matt look and
an extremely hardwearing yet sensuously soft
finish.
Rocksolid mineral cast by burgbad more
than lives up to its name: it is resistant
to chemical substances, food safe and
disinfectable.

The material of (bathroom) dreams ...
When visions for groundbreaking bathroom
design are combined with a material that can be
processed with such unparalleled flexibility,
extraordinary results and products become possible.
We at burgbad have been proving that for more
than four decades – by becoming leaders in the
development and production of mineral cast
washbasins that set new standards of quality and
aesthetics. At burgbad, the manufacturing of our
mineral cast material has always been in our own
hands. Our development department is continuously
experimenting, researching and optimising the
sustainable material – enabling us to give beautiful
shape to tomorrow's bathroom culture today.
www.burgbad.com
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EASY
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glossy Brilliant

matt Velvet

CARE
Thanks to its non-porous, hygienic surface, mineral
cast is extremely easy to care for no matter which
surface finish you choose: matt Velvet or glossy
Brilliant. All you need to clean it is a soft, damp
cloth (not microfiber) with a little liquid cleaner (no
alcohol or abrasive particles). And in the unlikely
event that anything should happen to the virtually
indestructible finish – and that takes an
incredible amount of brute force – scratches, minor
damage, burn marks or everyday soiling caused
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FINISHES
MATT IS ON TREND

by e. g. hair dye, nail varnish, coloured shoe care
products or coloured pens can easily be rectified
by scouring or sanding and then polishing the
affected area. We recommend using the burgbad
mineral cast repair kit.
All these measures are quite simply
impossible with a ceramic surface.

The unsurpassed quality, workmanship and design
of Rocksolid mineral cast by burgbad is
available in two attractive finishes. With its modern
look and pleasantly warm, caressing feel, smooth
matt Velvet makes you want to reach out and
touch it.
With Velvet, burgbad is creating another
new milestone that brings the matt look to

bathrooms too. That’s good for individual
design preferences – and good for sales.
The mineral cast washbasins and bathtubs with a
glossy Brilliant finish are the well-known classics
in burgbad’s Rocksolid mineral cast collection.

Rocksolid

Brilliant

Velvet

www.burgbad.com
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MATERIAL AND PRODUCT EXPERTISE

FINISHES

• Cast as a seamless whole – no joins or

• High-gloss “Brilliant” finish

dirt-trapping edges:
Thanks to its flexibility, Rocksolid mineral cast

• Unique “Velvet” finish with a smooth,

permits high-precision manufacturing down

matt effect –

to the last millimetre. There’s nothing to disrupt

a burgbad innovation that brings on-trend matt

the sleek appearance of the products –

design to the bathroom.

enabling us to meet the high aesthetic standards
we strive for.
LOOK AND FEEL
• With mineral cast from burgbad, the
material and products come from one
and the same source: burgbad.
• The eco benefit:

FEATURES
CONVINCING IN EVERY RESPECT
A truly remarkable material: Rocksolid mineral cast
by burgbad. A beautiful combination of technical,
practical and aesthetic qualities.
Can a material appeal to common sense just as
much as it does to the senses? Yes! See and feel
for yourself ...
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• Pleasant:
Warm and smooth to the touch
• Practical:

Rocksolid mineral cast by burgbad is a

Helps prevent the build-up of dirt and limescale

sustainable material made of 80 % entirely

deposits.

natural raw materials.
• Durable:
• Unrivalled design options &
custom-sizing:

Rocksolid by burgbad is very hardwearing and
resistant to chemical substances.

Basins and vanity tops with a length of up to
3.0 metres can be cast in a single, seamless
piece – allowing maximum individuality and

• Hygienic:
Food-safe and disinfectable

precision when it comes to designing your
customers’ bathrooms.

www.burgbad.com
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VARIETY
TEMPTINGLY DIFFERENT
At burgbad, mineral cast means variety: all sorts
of beautiful shapes and sizes, angles, edges and
curves are possible. Sit-on basins or vanity
tops. With very thin surfaces and precise, filigree
edges. Soft and voluminous or striking and
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Leaves marks

Substance*

space-structuring – perfectly custom-sized tubs,
one-offs and baths in any shape imaginable.
For people who want to turn their bathroom into a
special place.

Acetic acid 10 %
Acetone
Ammonia 10 %
Blood
Boric acid
Caustic soda 10 %
Cigarette burns
Citric acid
Coca-Cola (red label)
Coffee
Coloured pen (black)
Ethanol
Ethyl acetate
Ethyl alcohol
Gentian violet solution
Hair colourant:
– light blond
– black, dark brown, red
Hair lacquer
Hand cream
Hydrochloric acid 37 %
Hydrogen peroxide 30 %
Ink (blue – washable)
Iodine (1 % in alcohol solution)
Isopropyl alcohol
Lemon juice
Lipstick
Lye 10 %
Methanol
Methylated spirit 10 %
Methyl blue
Methyl chloride
Nail varnish
Nail varnish remover
Nitric acid 52.5 %
Orange juice (100 % concentrate)
Petrol
Phosphoric acid
Potassium iodate
Potassium permanganate 10 %
Shoe polish
Shoe polish (liquid – black)
Sodium chloride
Sodium hydroxide, sodium hydrochloride
Sulphuric acid 50 %
Suncream
Teeth-cleaning products
Urea 6 %
Xylene
no marks //

marks // *without guarantee

after about 10 minutes

Marks can be removed with:

sand and polish

sand and polish

alcohol

sand and polish

sand and polish
scouring powder and polish

acetone

sand and polish
acetone

sand and polish
scouring powder and polish
scouring powder and polish

www.burgbad.com
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burgbad GmbH, Grafenberg, Morsbacher Straße 15, D-91171 Greding
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